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RAGLAVAR

FOREWORD

Gwellhe kwalita bewnans rag anedhysi ha chonsyow rag
kowethyansow yn Kernow ha Syllan yw ragwir posek rag
an Gesva Ledyorses hag, avel rann a hemma, gwellhe
kavadowder a, ha hedhas dhe, wonisyow besyel a-hys
an Gonteth hag Enesow yw kevriyas alhwedhek. Hemma
a’n jevydh effeyth posedhek war yeghes ha sewena tus;
gallos hwilas hag ombrofya rag sodhow; gweres dyghtya
enysekter socyal; gweres tus dhe erbysi ha lehe eskeans
besyel keffrys ha provia chons rag kowethyansow ha’n
erbysiedh leel dhe seweni.

Improving the quality of life for residents and improving
opportunities for organisations in Cornwall & the Isles of
Scilly is an important priority for the Leadership Board.
A part of this, improving the availability of, and access to,
digital services throughout the County and Isles of Scilly
is a key contributor. This will have a positive impact on
peoples health and wellbeing; ability to search for and
apply for jobs; help tackle social isolation; help people
save money and reduce digital exclusion as well as
providing the opportunity for organisations and the local
economy to thrive.

Kyn fo hedhas dhe wonisyow ha kedhlow yn furv
vysyel ow tos ha bos normal rag lies den, derivadow
a-dhiwedhes a-dhiworth Sodhva Statistygon Kenedhlek
a dhiskwa dhyn na dhevnydhyas a-dro dhe 13% (71,000)
a anedhysi yn Kernow ha Syllan an kesrosweyth
bythkweth, hag onan a ughelhwansow an strateji ma yw
lehe hemma dre 25% dhe’n lyha, dres an 4 bledhen a
dheu. Yma argol dhe’n dus hag yw dhywarlinen ha heb
gallos a dhevnydhya an kesrosweyth a gelli an les a yll
an kesrosweyth dhe brofya.

Whilst access to services and information digitally is
becoming the norm for many, recent data from the Office
for National Statistics tells us that circa 13% (71,000)
of residents in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly have
never used the internet and one of the ambitions of this
strategy is to reduce this by at least 25% over the next 4
years. Those who are offline and not capable of using the
internet risk missing out on the benefits that the internet
can offer.

An Strateji Ynklusyon Besyel ma re beu displegys yn
keskowethyans gans pub kowethyans yw esel a Vagas
Gweythresek ha Kesva Ledyorses Kernow ha Syllan,
hag ow tochya delivra y ughelhwans, troboyntel yw bos
homma maner a dhyghtyans hag a gomprehend lies
kowethyans ha lies ranngylgh. Delivrans a’n strateji ma
a wra dri kesordenans ha dyskans ynter kowethyansow
rag ynplansa bewderyow ha dyskans besyel rag prow
agan anedhysi ha kowethyansow.

This Digital Inclusion Strategy has been developed in
partnership with all organisations who are members
of the Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Executive Group and
Leadership Board and in terms of successfully delivering
its ambition, it is crucial that this is a multi organisation
and multi-sector approach. Delivery of this strategy will
bring co-ordination and learning between organisations
to embed digital activities for the benefit of our residents
and organisations.

My a vynn surhe anedhysi ha kowethyansow dhe glewes
kyfyansek ha skodhys dhe vos warlinen ha dhe waynya
yn kowal an lesow a yll bos profys dhedha dre vos
warlinen. My a vynn anedhysi ha kowethyansow dhe
gavos hedhas mayth yw possybyl ha, dres pub tra, i dhe
glewes kenerthys ha dhe gonvedhes fatel yll asnodhow
besyel gul dh’aga bewnans bos esya ha gul dhe
gowethyasnow seweni.

I want to ensure that residents and organisations feel
confident and supported to go online and to take full
advantage of the benefits that being online can offer
to them. I want residents and organisations to have
access where possible and most of all, for them to feel
motivated and to understand how digital resources can
make their lives easier and organisations thrive.

Yma govenek dhe Gesva Ledyorses Kernow ha Syllan
mayth a an strateji ma tamm war an fordh dhe wul
henna ha may teliver ev hy gwel dhe vos ‘le may

konvedh anedhysi ha kowethyansow yn Kernow
ha Syllan an lesow a vesyel, may klewons salow
ha kyfyansek warlinen ha mayth yns skodhys dhe
dhisplegya aga sleynethow ha seweni yn bys yw
moy ha moy besyel’.

The Cornwall & Isles of Scilly Leadership Board hope
that this strategy goes some of the way to doing that
and delivers its vision to be ’a place where Cornwall

and the Isles of Scilly residents and organisations
understand the benefits of digital, feel safe 		
and confident online and are supported to
develop their skills and thrive in an increasingly
digital world’.

ADAM
PAYNTER
Kaderyer - Kesva Ledyorses
Kernow ha Syllan
Chair - Cornwall and Isle of
Scilly Leadership Board
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This strategy outlines why digital
inclusion is an issue for Cornwall and
the Isles of Scilly and how the public and
private sector can work together across
Cornwall and the Isles, building on the
excellent work undertaken by various
organisations over recent years, to help
address the barriers that some of our
residents and organisations face and
need to overcome in order to access
and embrace the digital world and the
opportunities that it brings.
The scope of this strategy extends to both residents
and organisations and seeks to set out and adopt
key principles and actions for relevant organisations
in the region and beyond in order to help tackle
the recognised digital exclusion barriers – digital
literacy & skills, accessibility, affordability,
motivation, trust and confidence.

Recent data from the Office for National Statistics
tells us that circa 13% (71,000) of residents in
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly have never used the
internet. The ambition of this strategy, through a
range of actions, is to reduce this by at least 25%
over the life of this strategy.
The importance of Digital Inclusion is also relevant
to our organisations – private, public and voluntary
sectors as part of contributing to a strong and
vibrant economy across the County and Isles.
This Digital Inclusion Strategy has an
opportunity to make a tangible difference
to residents, organisations and the
economy of Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly
by providing a strategic framework against
which organisations can collectively
progress this important agenda.

The sections included in this strategy are as follows:
INTRODUCTION - introduces the topic of
Digital Inclusion and some of the issues
that residents and organisations have in
a society which is swiftly becoming much
more reliant on digital.
THE CURRENT PICTURE FOR CORNWALL
AND THE ISLES OF SCILLY - sets the scene
for Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly in terms
of the current landscape for digital skills
and inclusion for our region.
PRINCIPLES - sets of key principles for
organisations to sign up to through which
we will maintain the delivery of the strategy
in a joined up way.
CHAPTERS OF INCLUSION - looks at the
two areas that the strategy will be focusing
on – residents and organisations.

ACTION PLAN - proposed objectives and
actions to drive delivery of this strategy
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INTRODUCTION
Digital inclusion, or rather, reducing
digital exclusion is about ensuring that
people and organisations (private, public
and voluntary sectors) have the right
access, ability, motivation and trust
to use the internet and other digital
channels in order to take full advantage
of the many benefits that being online
can bring.
The benefits of residents and organisations
being online cannot be underestimated. From
communicating easily with the world around,
accessing learning and job opportunities,
managing, making and saving money and even
improving physical and mental health - digital
access and literacy is vital in order to participate
fully in the modern world. Many organisations in
the region are also relying on their service users
to shift interaction with them to Digital in order
to meet financial demands and compete in the
modern world.
Our organisations require access to
modern Information Technology (I.T.) and
a workforce that is equipped to operate in
a digital world. The ability to recruit and
retain these skills in Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly is becoming increasingly
hard and we need to plan for the future.
More than 50% of today’s jobs require some
technology skills, and research indicates
that this will increase to 77% in less 		
than a decade.
Various estimates have been made about the
potential for digital to add to the value of the UK
economy. For example the Governments’ Digital
Inclusion Strategy cites the independent analysts
Booz and Co. who have calculated that full digital
take up could add £63 billion value to the UK
economy. In a similar piece of research Doteveryone
estimate the potential benefit to the UK economy
of simply reducing digital exclusion to be £14.3bn
by 2025. Whatever the true value, it’s clear that
the booming digital and superfast broadband
markets can both benefit the economy as a whole,
help communities to thrive and present enhanced
opportunities for addressing economic and social
(6)

inclusion - Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly are no
exception to this.
Promoting Digital Inclusion is a key pillar to the
regions’ inclusive growth agenda and is a good
example of how this can help address inclusive
growth challenges and ensure we are taking
positive steps to enable individuals, businesses and
communities to participate fully and positively in the
regions economy and wider society.
Digital inclusion is often defined in terms of:
• DIGITAL LITERACY AND SKILLS - being able
to use computers, the internet and mobile
technology such as smart phones. This is an
obvious barrier, but it’s by no means the only or
biggest one that people can face.
• ACCESSIBILITY – Ranging from broadband
connectivity and assistive technology to the
design and provision of services to meet all
users’ needs.
• AFFORDABILITY - affordable access to the
internet and digital devices is still an issue for
many people in the region.
There are three other factors which influence
whether or not people are prepared to use digital
channels: • MOTIVATION - knowing the reasons why digital
is a good thing and would be beneficial.
• TRUST – will my data be safe; can I really 		
get a good service online without speaking
to someone?
• CONFIDENCE – will I break something if I click
on a button or I think I know how to do it but I
really need someone to help me the first couple
of times.
Each of these addresses a single specific barrier
that some, but not all, people and organisations
face. There is seldom just one reason why people
are digitally excluded, and there is no single
approach to solving it, nor can we expect that
absolutely everyone can utilise digital technology.
Digital inclusion (and this strategy) is about
overcoming all of these challenges, not just
one. Equally, with so many challenges, no
single organisation in Cornwall and the Isles
of Scilly can address digital exclusion alone.
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WHAT IS THE CURRENT
PICTURE FOR CORNWALL
AND THE ISLES OF SCILLY?
Whilst progress is being made in
Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly, Digital
Inclusion is a national issue that is
recognised by the Government. The
Government’s Digital Strategy published
in March 2017 sets out how it intends to
make the UK the best place to establish
and grow a digital business and be the
safest place for citizens to be online.

For Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly, the 2018 ONS
figures show that over 13% (circa 71,000) of the
adult population have never used the internet.
The 2017 Digital Exclusion heat map and associated
data published on the ‘Techpartnership’ website
shows that the residents of Cornwall & Isles of
Scilly are at high risk of being digitally excluded
with age, educational attainment, income and health
highlighted as significant factors.

In 2018 the Office for National Statistics (ONS)
reported that 8.4% of adults in the UK had never
used the internet in 2018, down from 9.2% in 2017.

2017 MAP SHOWING THE OVERALL
LIKELIHOOD OF DIGITAL EXCLUSION
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CORNWALL

ISLES OF SCILLY

LIKELIHOOD OF DIGITAL EXCLUSION

HIGH

HIGH

% of adults over 65

24.50%

25%

% adults who have no qualifications and/or no Level 1
qualifications

35.80%

25%

Average income per taxpayer

£20,700

% adults who used all five Basic Digital Skills in the last
three months (2017)

44%

39%

% adults who have all five Basic Digital Skills

76%

68%

% adults who have not been online within the last 3
months (2017)

17.60%

17.60%

% households in Cornwall/Isles of Scilly who do not
receive 4G mobile data from all providers

32.53%

100%

% households who do not receive broadband speeds of at
least 10 megabits per second (Mbps)

5%

1%

% of households who do not receive broadband speeds of
at least 2 megabits per second (Mbps)

1%

0%

LEVELS OF DIGITAL EXCLUSION
Mapped against areas in the bottom 40%
indices of multiple deprivation as set out
below, the strong correlation between
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly most deprived
areas and levels of digital exclusion is clear:
Atlantic to Moor

Isles of Scilly

South and East Cornwall
The Isles of Scilly lie 28 miles
southwest of Land's End

Coast to Coast

Cornwall
West Cornwall

Indices of multiple deprivation

LAG areas

IMD rank
0 - 40%
41 - 100%
© Crown copyright and database rights 2018 Ordnance Survey 100049047.
Produced by Geographic Information Services/PH/13/12/2018
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With regard to organisations, currently 72% of
large companies and 49% of SMEs in the UK are
suffering digital skills gaps. More than 50% of
today’s jobs require some technology skills, and
research indicates this will increase to 77% in less
than a decade.
This shortage represents a key issue for
organisations and is related to one in five of all
jobs. There is a clear gap between the skills
required and those the workforce is currently
offering, which is likely to be impacting the growth
of organisations, whether high or low tech. At
76% of the English overall average, in Cornwall
Gross Value Added (GVA) is the lowest of any Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) in England.
In order to tackle these issues, there has been
significant investment in Cornwall and the Isles
of Scilly in recent years and certainly our Growth
Programme investments have focused on many
projects which will deliver value around digital
technologies for business including skills training.
The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Skills Hub
actively supports SME businesses with training
needs analysis and is already identifying that
many businesses are requiring support with e.g
Digital Marketing and IT skills and the team are
supporting this by referring businesses to relevant
training.
Superfast Broadband has been a flag ship
nationally for delivery of infrastructure to
Cornwall and as such there is now a rich
coverage of broadband within the area. This
is something that underpins the challenge
of ensuring that everyone has access to
broadband and consideration is needed
regarding how this is achieved.
It is also clear that whilst education is focusing
on delivering skills within the technology sector,
proportionately the number of males entering
digital technology related education far outweighs
females.
The University of Roehampton having analysed the
uptake of Computing/Computer Science at GCSE
and A level for students sitting the exams in 2017,
found that only 10% of students choosing to study
this qualification at GCSE are female and in the
Isles of Scilly no students chose to study this topic.

CURRENTLY

72%

of large
companies and

49%

of SMEs in the UK are
suffering digital skills gaps.

10%

of students
in Cornwall
studying Computer
Science at GCSE
are female.

NO STUDENTS

in the Isles of Scilly
chose to study this topic.
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PRINCIPLES
There are many organisations and
initiatives in Cornwall and the Isles of
Scilly focussing positively on addressing
aspects of the Digital Inclusion challenge,
for which this strategy seeks to set out a
strategic approach including principles
and framework for our region.
The following principles will be adopted by
organisations signed up to this strategy as the
foundational principles in moving forward. These
need to be embedded in Digital Inclusion work and
will be supported by a comprehensive action plan
which includes capturing the benefits that this
work brings.

PRINCIPLES
Ensure all staff and volunteers understand what
essential basic digital skills are and have the
opportunity to learn and improve on their own
essential basic digital skills.
Commit support and resources to a co-ordinated
approach to Digital Inclusion and Digital Skills
activities across Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly
Share best practice to ensure digital inclusion
activity impact is maximised and measured.
Leave no one behind by ensuring there is support
for those who cannot or choose not to use online
to enable equal opportunity for everyone to use
our services

Keep things simple by using common language
and create trust with our online services
Ensure our residents and organisations
understand how to protect themselves online
Where possible, use our responsibilities under the
Social Value Act to use commissioning as a tool to
drive Digital Inclusion
Maximise and align funding opportunities that
could progress the intentions of this strategy
Ensure that our strategy is fit for purpose,
supporting the radical changes in technology,
demand and skills by committing to annual reviews

Provide a framework which enables residents and
organisations to have access to digital equipment,
skills training and opportunities for them to learn
and have support
Promote the benefits of digital in ways that
residents and organisations can see how this will
help them

= Digital literacy & skills

= Affordability

= Accessibility

= Motivation

= Trust

( 10 )
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CHAPTERS OF INCLUSION
Residents
The challenge - Digital inclusion is a social issue
affecting many residents in Cornwall and the Isles
of Scilly.
The lack of digital skills and access to the internet
can have a hugely adverse impact on a person’s life,
leading to:
• POORER HEALTH OUTCOMES, both mentally and
physically leading to a lower life expectancy;
• INCREASED LONELINESS and social isolation;
• LESS ACCESS to jobs and education.
It can mean:
• PAYING MORE for essentials;
• FINANCIAL EXCLUSION;
• AN INCREASED RISK of falling into poverty.
Against a UK average of 8.4%, 13.4% (71,000) of
adults in Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly have never
accessed the internet which could be for a variety
of reasons as previously set out in this strategy. As
access to the internet is becoming more important,
these people are at risk of being excluded in
the future, lacking a voice and visibility in the
modern world, as services and democracy move
increasingly online. One of the primary aims for this
strategy is to reduce the number of residents who
have not accessed the internet by at least 25% over
the life of this strategy.
It is those already at a disadvantage - through age,
education, income, disability, or unemployment
- who are most likely to be missing out, further
widening the social inequality gap. We must
recognise that there will always be some people
in our society that will be unable or unwilling
to use digital technologies. Realistically, many
will continue to struggle to use digital fully
independently, but with the appropriate support
they can still realise the benefits of being online that
most people take for granted. In order to achieve
success against the aspiration of getting everyone
online in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly it will be
essential that a wide range of organisations and
stakeholders work together.
It is also important to recognise the steep transition
of technology including the rapid changes to the
way that our residents will interact with services

and business in the future. For instance, voice
assistants in 2017 were one of the most popular
gadgets and this market is increasing with the
introduction of much more affordable Smart Home
technology, which will essentially introduce a
reliance on technology for many people. As such we
need to reflect this transition within the strategy to
ensure that we are meeting these rapid changes.

Opportunities
• DIGITAL LITERACY – with a rapid pace in
the development of new technologies, it is
essential for residents to be equipped with
the tools in which to transact, inform and be
secure. We have an opportunity to provide
a framework for our residents to access
many of the component elements in which to
develop these skills. According to the Good
Things Foundation report in 2017, for each
resident that develops digital literacy, there
is an average saving of £700 per household
through access to digital channels.
• ACCESS/AFFORDABILITY – the region has a
fantastic coverage of superfast broadband,
utilising European money to provide one of
the best networks in Europe. Whilst coverage
is comprehensive, many of our residents
cannot afford access to broadband and this
is a challenge that needs to be considered.
Many access the internet through mobile
telephones which provides a different
experience and are reliant on both cellular
coverage and data plans. The provision of
free wifi or access to existing computers
is offered through libraries currently and
many businesses offer free wifi during a visit,
alongside Housing Associations progressing
initiatives allowing tenants to have wifi
access, however there is no consistent or
wholesale coverage of wifi for residents.
Through this strategy there is an opportunity
to confirm free access coverage across the
region alongside identifying and addressing
areas that aren’t well covered.
• ACCESS TO TRAINING – Defining what
training needs are required within the
region including what existing training
activities are available would essentially
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allow residents to access training within
the community. There is already a great
deal of activity within Cornwall which is
mapped however it is considered that there
are further opportunities to link more
data, align provision and present this back
to communities to make them aware of
the resources available and how they can
access them. Providing a clear pathway
for residents on gaining basic digital skills
and also enabling through Further and
Higher education to help realise a career
in digital technology as set out in the CIOS
LEP Employment and skills strategy, is
considered an opportunity that this strategy
can positively impact.

Organisations (private, public
and voluntary sectors)
The challenge - Our organisations require access
to modern I.T. and a workforce that is equipped
to operate in a digital world. The ability to recruit
and retain these skills in Cornwall and the Isles of
Scilly is becoming increasingly harder and we need
to plan for the future. More than 50% of today’s
jobs require some technology skills, and research
indicates this will increase to 77% in less than a
decade.
Digital skills are needed throughout the
workforce, but supply is not always in
step with demand. There is also a lack of
understanding of career opportunities
within the digital sector, sometimes
reflecting skill and gender stereotypes
around the types of roles that exist.
Females are under-represented on higher
education courses in computer-related
subjects, and within the sector as a whole.
The Public Sector is the most significant employer
in Cornwall (23%) and the Isles of Scilly (33%).
The workforce is reducing and as such skillsets
are more difficult to obtain and retain. There is an
increased reliance on the voluntary sector however
this also requires development of staff and peer
to peer support in order to deliver support to
residents/organisations.
There is a great deal of work being implemented in
the region which is delivering real value to specific
groups and particular demographics. Generally

( 12 )

these activities are focused on delivering value
contained within the funding for these projects and
are measured against that value. Challenging and
modifying these projects in a more co-ordinated
fashion could deliver much more value to many
more groups if organisations worked more closely.
Whilst Cornwall in particular has been able
to deliver a very significant change to the
broadband network within the area through
its SuperfastCornwall programme, work is
still required to support SME’s with regard to
accessibility and affordability alongside sufficient
skills in order to maximise their online prescience
and digital business opportunities.
Education and skills is an area that has been
recognised within the Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
LEP Employment and Skills strategy. The New
Frontiers proposals state a greater influence
at a local level on technology and education,
including aspects already addressed within this
document around infrastructure and skills. For
instance a provision for STEM (Science Technology
Engineering Mathematics) qualifications within
the region to help address perceived gaps in
the emerging sectors as set out in the Smart
Specialisation Skills Framework. There is a lack
of ability for businesses to consistently “grow their
own” talent and equally there is a need for 18-25
groups to gain experience through apprenticeships
and develop the right skills. Ensuring that we
are shaping the future for our young people by
highlighting the opportunities within the digital
economy through career mapping and enabling a
clear pathway for that journey is a crucial element
moving forward.
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Opportunities
• SKILLS – ensuring that we have an
understanding of the skills gap within
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly. For example,
Microsoft have identified the need to “grow
their own” Cloud computing engineers.
Undertaking a skills gap analysis will enable
the current demand on business but we
also need to focus on the rapid changes
to business and what that demand might
look like in 5-10 years time. In 2017 the
Government announced funding under the
National Retraining Scheme to support adults
in up-skilling and re-skilling with an initial
investment of £36m for digital courses using
Artificial Intelligence. Cornwall is one of 7 pilot
areas for New Skills Access Panels, where
this panel will help identify the skills need
and employer demands at a local level. Our
existing LEP Employment and Skills board are
tasked with delivering this at a local level.
• RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION – There is a
difficulty across our organisations to recruit
and retain skilled staff. People do not have
essential basic digital skills and whilst there is
a great deal of opportunity to access training,
people are often not aware. Due to the
demand in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly for
particular skillsets the market is a challenging
one to retain staff given that salaries are
generally lower than other areas in the UK.
Given that a great deal of more specialist
Digital roles are often available with remote
access, the skills are within the region but
often being sought from elsewhere.
• FUNDING AND ACCESS – Given that there is
a great deal of funding and access to training
for staff, organisations are often not aware
of where and how to access funding for
this training or indeed the training itself to
develop both the business and their staff. The
Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Growth and Skills
Hub are tasked with responding to this need
within the region.
• PEER NETWORKS - Whilst a competitive
nature due to the smaller market, there is a
potential for a peer network for advice or even
collaboration. Organisations in Cornwall and
Isles of Scilly could be encouraged to award
contracts to these types of arrangements.

• INNOVATION LABS – Given the opportunity
of looking at issues within the region across
residents, communities and organisations
to deliver solutions that could encourage
economic benefit, reduce demand for
services and develop skills within our region.
Developing a framework where we identify
problems for communities and working with
our partners we facilitate, develop and deploy
solutions that solve these issues.
• PARTNERING WITH TECH COMPANIES –
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly has a strong
local digital community which could allow
us to leverage skills in the region to build
and deliver solutions for our residents.
Working with our local tech partners to
grow and retain talent, add to our social
value commitments and build on the digital
community that is growing. Alongside the local
focus, opportunities exist to build on existing
engagements with global tech companies to
bring social value to the region.
• PARTNERING WITH HIGHER AND FURTHER
EDUCATION – with a strong commitment
to education in Cornwall and Isles of Scilly
focusing on how we equip our developing
workforce and existing workforce will be
through a working partnership with our
educational institutes. Determining where
demand will be needed will also enable
educators to forecast demand but also steer
students into career paths that will enable
them to be more valuable to the market. Work
should also be considered in combining this
work with careers networks so we are driving
our workforces into paths of employment with
career longevity.
• DIGITAL SKILLS PARTNERSHIP – The
2017 UK Digital Strategy announced that
government would establish a Digital Skills
Partnership (DSP) which brings together
public, private and charity sector organisations
to facilitate coordination between digital
skills programmes, including the sharing of
knowledge and best practice. The DSP aims to
improve coherence of digital skills provision at
a national level, but also promote and support
the establishment of Local Digital Skills
Partnerships. Cornwall & the Isles of Scilly
have expressed an interest in forming a DSP.
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ACTION PLAN
With regard to ensuring delivery of
this strategy, it is essential that all
organisations are signed up to an
agreed set of aims, actions and activities
that will be progressed over the life
of the strategy. These will need to
include an agreed set of measures and
targets against which the impact can
be monitored and reported to inform
progress and continuous shaping of
our approach.
This will be developed in detail as part of the
strategies implementation, however an agreed
set of aims, actions and activities to drive this
strategy are as follows, each underpinning a
strategic theme – CO-ORDINATE, COMMUNICATE,
INFRASTRUCTURE, TARGET AND ENGAGE:

ACTION

ACTIVITY

Establish a governance
framework for delivery;

Develop iCornwall as a partnership body for steering digital inclusion for
Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly and establish associated governance approach
Identify organisations and partners currently not part of the group and engage
to join group
Identify and develop iCornwall local in localities around the region; Develop a
place based iCornwall network to include local front facing groups
Ensure that training and projects are co-ordinated and understood through
the region

Develop a framework of
support in the region

Map provision and analyse gaps
Develop the Digital Champions framework to deliver training to residents
Explore and help organisations to explore applying for additional external
funding for more digital skills training in a co-ordinated way
Create a resource to map digital skills access in the region
Distinct training for the region

Increase the number of
places people can access
free Public Wifi
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Map free Wifi provision across the region to identify accesibility
Promote the existing free wifi access across the region
Enagage with local community groups, GPs, NHS, Schools/colleges and
partners on whether wifi could be made available on their sites
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ACTION

ACTIVITY

Agree a common
framework to measure
the impact that Digital
Inclusion support has on
residents, communities
and organisations

Establish mechanisms to capture and measure the impact the strategy is
having

Utilising local
partnerships to define
opportunities for further
and higher education

Explore funding opportunities for research

Agree framework with an expanded iCornwall and local iCornwall groups

Engage with Higher and Further Education for research into understanding
the gaps and needs in the region
Scope of works agreed for research
Provide volunteer opportunities for students to become Digital Champions i.e.
Part of Duke of Edinburgh award

Develop understanding
of gaps in region and
define funding avenues
to solve these issues

Work with partners ie. LEP to understand current gaps for business around
access to skills and training
Explore the creation of a region funded SME to deliver bespoke training
throughout the region
Application for Digital Skills Partnership for the region
Implementation and delivery of Digital Skills Partnership for the region

Clear branding and
communications plan in
place for the promotion
of the work being
undertaken

Development of strategic brand and plan for communicating digital inclusion
activity arising from this strategy

Launch Strategy
and Action Plan with
Partners to promote the
importance of digital
inclusion and ways to
support residents

Ensure that the strategy is adopted and communicated to the region in
appropriate manner; establish mechanisms for keeping parties involved

Communication plan

To ensure that tone and commitment are presented to residents and
businesses are consistent; highlighting the benefits of the joined up approach
and tangiable outcomes are being achieved

Increase the number of
public access

Establish access points available throughout the region, ensure that these
points are captured and used to promote access

computers and other
devices available
to residents and
organisations

Work with partners regarding funding opportunities and/or recycled kit for
residents, community groups and other organisations

Increase the number and
range of places residents
can access free Wifi,
including both Council
and Partner’s buildings

Establish feasibility of delivery of free wifi
Develop and publish availablility
Highlight particular areas of need against capability, targeted
communications in these areas
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ACTION

ACTIVITY

Explore potential to
provide a range of
innovative approaches
to overcome barriers to
broadband access e.g.
affordability and cost of
equipment;

Explore opportunities to enhance infrastructure development e.g. broadband
provision within housing associations

Provide network of
training access

Ensure there is digital skills provision in each Community Network Area

Develop pathways for
learning including
apprenticeships

Working with Higher and Further Education to define pathway
Communicate pathways to national careers services providers and Career
Hubs
Consider as part of the pathways, a way to recognise development through
accredited “assets” to validate personal development

Provision of a digital
presence to bring digital
accessibility to remote
and rural areas

Feasibility of deliverying local training where no physical presence is possible
by developing a Mobile Training Centre
Introduction of Smart Places where residents can attend a centre to allow for
a central resource to broadcast to a wider range of rural attendees; Explore
this provision using live streaming
Work with partners to develop and produce training material which is free and
accessible to all; ie. Cornwall Digital Driving Licence

Research activity to
fully understand the
Digital Exclusion ‘hot
spots’ across the region
for both residents and
organisations, focussing
on all aspects of Digital
Exclusion

Develop, commission or utilise existing information to identify location,
demographic, type and need for areas in the region.

Creation of a digital
skills index to address
the lack of data of where
digital technology can
influence GDP for the
region

Development of scoring mechanism and subsequent reporting of current and
future skills matrix

Create a targeted plan to
deliver training based on
need

A Digital Champions network where private and public sector volunteers can
deliver training to residents

Creation of centres of
excellence for Digital
skills
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Working with partners to identify and collate data

Mapping of demand and need in the region
Develop innovation labs
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ACTION

ACTIVITY

Target funding
opportunities in a joined
up way, focussing on the
biggest needs driven
through this strategy

Co-ordination of bids through iCornwall group
Align bidding to achieve collective outcomes from Digital Inclusion strategy
Development of central reporting function to develop and capture outcome/
benefits of parthership work
Highlight benefits to Central Govnernment and align to devolution

Include Social Value
principles that support
this strategies aims
in our tendering
opportunities

Multi organisation agreement to adopt this approach with mechanism to track
social value benefits provided

Increase the number
of digital champions
by engaging with
organisations and
business to develop
capability and
opportunity

Recuit new Digital Champions to framework
Support existing and ongoing champions in framework with tools to deliver
training such as guides to effective training and catalogue of support within
the region

Support and encourage
our staff and volunteers
to help family, friends,
colleagues and residents
with essential basic
skills
Establish a volunteer
day for national Get
Online week for all
organisations and
businesses to take part
in

Grow existing Digital Champions framework for a single day of activities for
Get Online week

Explore peer group of
business and partners
for sharing digital skills
expertise

Develop work experience for digital skills in business or partner functions
Develop forum for sharing advice on digital expertise and include information
for access to training catalogue
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CONTACT
If you would like any more
information regarding this 		
strategy, please contact either:
Mark Read
mark.read@cornwall.gov.uk
Jason Williams
jason.1.williams@cornwall.gov.uk

If you would like this information
in another format or language,
please contact:
Cornwall Council, County Hall,
Treyew Road, Truro TR1 3AY
Email: equality@cornwall.gov.uk
Telephone: 0300 1234 100
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